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Random House USA Inc, United States, 2008. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 170 x 104 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. From the glittering ballrooms of Regency England to the
sapphire waters of the Mediterranean, the dazzling finale of Gaelen Foley s Spice trilogy unfurls the
passionate tale of a rebel princess and the powerful warrior destined to become her champion.
Princess Sophia was only a child when Napoleon conquered the island paradise ruled by her father.
Raised in England and now twenty-one, she means to claim the throne that is rightfully hers and
bring peace to her war-torn land. But an ambush by enemies forces Sophia into hiding outside
London. Disguising herself as a peasant girl until she can safely return, she meets Major Gabriel
Knight, a wounded warrior whose brush with death has utterly changed him. Heir to a great
fortune, and a master swordsman, Gabriel has given up his worldly possessions and laid down his
arms. Sophia is fascinated by his brooding magnetism, and Gabriel, lured by her fiery beauty and
healed by her touch, is drawn back inexorably toward the world of the living. But when Sophia s
royal destiny is revealed, Gabriel knows he must...
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Very beneficial for all class of folks. Indeed, it can be perform, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I discovered this ebook from my i and
dad suggested this pdf to find out.
-- Lea tha  Luettg en Sr .-- Lea tha  Luettg en Sr .

This publication is wonderful. it was actually writtern very completely and beneficial. You may like the way the writer compose this publication.
-- Pr of . Aisha  Mosciski PhD-- Pr of . Aisha  Mosciski PhD
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